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Stevens: Fitzgerald's <em>Tender Is the Night</em>: The Idea as Morality

fitzgerald s tender is the night
the idea as morality
A WILBER

STEVENS

I1 wish to regard tender is the nighta
night1
night as a crucial novel
not in terms of its being the last completed long work of fitzgerald which can be judged in reference to the directions his
dional dualistic object
tradional
writing was taking nor merely as the tra
lesson commerce vs art which plagued a large part of
fitzgerald s career tender is the night has often been made
and well made into a sort of critical whipping boy as far as
that anomalous figure the american expatriate writer is concerned my purpose is one of seeing tender is the night as a

problem in the conflict of values
professor R P blackmur has said that fitzgerald made
of his morality a screen for his self love 2 this may well be
true but 1I do not think that such a habit was distinctive only
to fitzgerald indeed to some degree I1 find that the practice
obtains in the work of most relevant creative artists among
the critics 1I find that the screen for self love is projected with
surprising frequency when the subject at hand is the work of
fitzgerald himself 1I know of no american writer about whose
work the critical words have been so diffuse nor about whose
literary intentions the critical revival meetings introspective
analyses and soul satisfying obituaries have been so rhetorically misleading for fitzgerald is a writer whose work seems to
demand to be talked about ironically enough fitzgeralds
major victory over those who comment with impressive bravado
toward the point is that fitzgerald himself was the best critic
of his own work

dr
TF

stevens is associate professor of english at idaho state college
scott fitzgerald tender is the night new york bantam books
1951 based on the original edition published by charles scribners sons new
york 1934
R P blackmur
the politics of human power the lion and the
honeycomb new york harcourt brace 1955 p 39
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once we acknowledge this rather elusive condition we can
understand as most certainly fitzgerald understood that fitzgerald s peculiar and far from romantic tragedy was his
constant critical self entrapment during his lifetime his letters and his notes reveal that he knew when he was failing and
what he was failing at perhaps then his worst enemy was not
as many critics would have it subjective carelessness or a determi nation to run constantly with the young eagles but rather
mination
the merciless objectivity which he imposed upon those pieces of
writing in which he truly believed

it is unfortunate also that many of the enterprising and
often valid insights concerning fitzgerald s work especially
gat fhy
shy
in regard to the great gatsby
fly and tender is the night stem
fgrom
rom a desire on the part of the critics to make didactic points
which have nothing to do with the revelations present in the
novels themselves much of the criticism of fitzgerald is oblique in the same way that much of the criticism of henry
james has been oblique essential to the tonic qualities of
much cogent contemporary criticism is the need for hierarchy
and certainly both james and fitzgerald provide this need but
valid hierarchy is too often accepted in a grudging fashion by
contemporary critics and on these embarrassingly democratic
occasions the american thing to do is to punish that sense of
superiority which is of course a necessary integer to a legitihierachical aesthetic thus we find ourselves in the age
mate hierarchical
see saw historical critics affectionately
of the bugs in the seesaw
spank fitzgerald in terms of his lack of responsibility analytic
critics see him in terms of the qualitative failure of sensibility
in most of his work fitzgerald himself perhaps would sit ambiguously between the two forces finally 1I detect an ill con
cealey
cealed air of sullen resentment against fitzgerald s love of a
precarious gentility this resentment which is full of psychological perceptions fails to conceal what in many cases actually amounts to an envy of the often whimsical search for distinction inherent in fitzgerald s life and work fitzgerald s
pecolar kind of honestly romantic gentility is often a bit
pecular
foreign to many of those to whom gentility is a method of
criticism rather than a way of life especially is this true on the
part of some writers for the partisan review whose gray gay
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notes from the underground betray a rather frenetic eagerness
both to glorify and to exploit fitzgerald s ambition and failure
in the fortifying terms of an acquired attitude toward literature
an attitude which stems from literary models not often endemic
to the american novel or american writing this critical practice of course does not confine itself to the treatment of fitzgerald it directs itself toward a certain kind of microcosmic
limitation which places american literature in a most special
and most un resilient frame of reference where it can be prodded for certain intrinsic properties and used in professional
conversations in which criticism no longer vis a vis with the
secular rationalization of politics arrogates the province of
imaginative literature
the night opens up to this reader the very real
conflict between the omniscience of ideas and the many pat
berned search for morality which prophetically characterizes
terned
this age in which there is the confusion between criticism and
creation in es saying a study of this novel 1I intend to show
that we can find posited the problem which arises when the
major compelling factors which motivate character spring
mainly from drives which are essentially intellectual certainly
dick diver is fitzgerald s attempt to represent a thinker tender is the night then is not simply a hangover novel subject to the rather soapy romantic considerations which have
been given it in terms of fitzgerald s life poetry reveals insight drama energizes it fiction exploits it it was in the process of exploiting insight in the best sense that fitzgerald
was able to distinguish himself especially when the fountainhead of these insights was not contingent merely upon his own
personal neurotic preoccupations

tender

is

in tender is the night we are confronted with the
spectacle of abstract intellectual entities crushing against the
concrete realities of self discovery we find that the objective
act conceived through discipline of mind and fidelity of purpose does not always result in wholeness of heart for fitzgerald the intellect too often is the loser in the arena of
morality ideas and morality like truth and goodness do not
always become one

for
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11
II

let

me immediately present concessions tender is the
night is at times a hasty book in terms of realized form it is
a grab bag of proud fact and misdirected fancy some of its
most enlightening insights are obscured by a clumsiness of narrative detail especially in the latter sections some of which
savour of stylistic exhibitionism or self righteous journalese
professor mizener
mizener33 and others have been able to tell us much
about this novel sadly enough for this reason the informed
reader too often approaches tender is the night as a museum
rather than as a book so let it be conceded at the outset that
the virtuosity of tender is the night is often superseded by
the panic and anxiety of its author and that the occasional
pathetic insistence to tell all denies the book an eventual
completeness
my remarks are based primarily on the original version of
the novel as published in 1934 1I have read with care the so
called final version edited with great skill and sympathy by
malcolm cowley 5 presumptuous as this may seem and with
an apparent disregard for fitzgerald s own wishes toward the
novel as based on his arrangement
re
of page order in the
rearrangement
princeton university copy 1I do not feel that the value of tender is the night is necessarily benefited by the revised edition
re
for what has transpired in fitzgerald s rearrangement
arrangement and
mr cowley s emendations and recording of errata in the original text is simply a shift in chronology which does not to my
mind change the intrinsic character emphasis of the novel indeed as my analysis will imply the original version while
perhaps revealing and fitzgerald s mistakes are so incautious
that they are almost beguiling the writer s unevenness with
chunky precocity does manage to retain a greater variety of
aesthetic distance in terms of the refractive power brought to
bear upon the complications of character mr cowley feels
that the writing of the rosemary section in the original ver
arthur mizener the far side

co

of paradise

1951

alfred kazin

ed

F

scott fitzgerald

the

boston

houghton mifflin

man and his work

new

publishing co 1951
F scott fitzgerald tender is the night with the author s final revisions
prefaced by malcolm cowley new york charles scribner s sons 1953

york
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sion
seemed to be of a lower level of intensity than the story
of a hero s decay as told in the last section of the novel 6
me the original rosemary section is epiphanous and self con
bained
tained almost to the extent of constituting a novella in itself
and was indeed subjected to closer scrutiny on fitzgerald s
part than the other sections and serves to highlight for us
not simply a traditional tale of degeneration in the twenties
but to act as a cold contrast to the ensuing action the roseive to and prophetic of the disaster of
correlaive
mary section is correlative
correla
values in flux
discuss the three major characters of tender is the
night is to assess three kinds of american commitments to
knowledge the american movie star rosemary hoyt is
typical of the american as careerist curiosity seeker and opportunist
por tunist her viewpoint enables the reader to see the european scene as an american might see it she has come to the
riviera to rest following the shooting of a picture and also to
make solid her contacts with american movie executives
abroad fitzgerald makes of her naivete a watchful weapon
her face was hard almost stern save for the soft gleam of
piteous doubt that looked from her green eyes 7 her vision is
enhanced in terms of irony by the fact that she is the hollywood star
observing the scene which dick
daddy s girl
and nicole diver inhabit as another kind of wonderland carefully she watches the divers and their friends on the beach

to

to

even in their absolute immobility complete as that of the
morning she felt a purpose a working over something a
direction an act of creation different from any she had
known her immature mind made no speculations upon the
nature of their relation to each other she was only concerned
with their attitude toward herself but she perceived the web
of some pleasant interrelation which she expressed with the
thought that they seemed to have a very good time 8

her inevitable love for diver

of perfection
which she feels emanates from him her mother mrs speers
encourages rosemary s affection regarding the love as an almost professional project to be chalked up to experience
is based on the aura

cowley p XVIL
XVII
tender is the night bantam book
ap 18
lb id pp
ibid
19
1819
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sexuality is energy which produces results through talent mrs
speers tells her daughter wound yourself or him whatever
happens it can t spoil you because economically you re a boy
not a girl 9 the philosophy of mrs speers is confirmed later
on in the book after a conversation with diver so long as
the shuffle of love and pain went on within proper walls
mrs speers could view it with as much detachment and humor
as a eunuch 10
of course rosemary does not appreciate or even comprehend diver for the quality of his introspection or for the latent
sense of discovery inherent in his personality or really for any
part of his actual intellectual makeup to her he is a concept
byproduct now she was thinking
a quantity a special by
product
1I ve earned a time alone with him he must know that because
his laws are like the laws mother taught me 11 interestingly
enough rosemary is the only major american character of the
novel to emerge unscathed and to a great extent emotionally
untouched fitzgerald takes care to point out that after the
affair between diver and rosemary is consummated later in
their friendship there is no mutual realization of love for
rosemary love is perhaps another conquest for diver it is
one more step to spiritual disillusionment rosemary hoyt perceives intelligently the game of love she is able in spite
of the tugs at her natural sentiment which sentiment incidentally is her major box office commodity to make the proper
divisions between emotion and reality
the character of nicole diver who is not as overtly presented as might be expected is used analogically throughout
the book as a means of representing the guilt the madness
and the development of decay curtaining all the major scenes
in depicting nicole fitzgerald has managed to overcome the
temptation to present simply a one dimensional version of his
own life with zelda fitzgerald nicole s schizophrenia keys
for us the various degrees of psychological strain impressed
upon the action of the novel her breakdown at the conclusion
of book 1I and her cure toward the end of book 111
III
ili
lii comprise
ibid
ibid
ibia

p 43
1101
lioi1101bid
gid
ibid p 179
bid
ibid p 39
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the two major internal structural climaxes of tender is the
night here rosemary watches nicole shop she illustrated
very simple principles containing in herself her own doom
but illustrated them so accurately that there was grace in the
12
procedure
later on when she is with dick at his clinic
in switzerland we are able to see the disjunction of her values
in repose

the

people she liked rebels mostly disturbed her and were
bad for her she sought in them the vitality that had made
them independent or creative or rugged sought in vain
for their secrets were buried deep in childhood struggles they
had forgotten they were more interested in nicole s exterior harmony and charm the other face of her illness she
led a lonely life owning dick who did not want to be
owned 13

her spiritual

aber rated already by an incest
rootlessness aberrated
iov
lover
er
trauma thrusts her into a marriage in which father and lov
are joined in a pattern of despair to be free she must destroy
and there is money and logic for the destruction to be free
she must hate and she must resent all the places
she knew at
where she had played planet to dick s sun
last the number on the dreadful door of fantasy the threshold to the escape that was no escape she knew that for her
the greatest sin now and in the future was to delude herself
it had been a long lesson but she had learned it either you
think or else others have to think for you and take power
over you pervert and discipline your natural tastes civilize
and sterilize you 14

her greatest

enemy then was the pure intelligence which her
husband represented and nicole s activities and drives were
certainly not based on any concept of or devotion to ideas it
was dick s mind that she was never truly able to buy and
realizing this she fought him with empty receptacles of her
expiated sins outrages mistakes 15 and won with the death
of all the fathers the new plane of understanding becomes
passion
ibid p 59
ibid p 198
14
ibid pp
ap 31617
316 17
ibid p 330
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fitzgerald readers some of whom have the same avidity
as stamp collectors have often remarked on fitzgerald s intel lectual limitations certainly these limitations existed I1
tellectual
believe however that fitzgeralds
fitzgerald s major preoccupation as a
serious writer went in the direction of regarding mind as essenti ally a kind of energy throughout tender is the night
sentially
there is evident a judgment of the quality of minds abe N
orth
north
is treated sympathetically because at least he has at one time
realized intellectual distinction fitzgerald as omniscient narKisco we
rator paints the writer mckisco contemptuously Mc
mckisco
feel is one of a large breed to whom critical ideas are so many
merit badges mckisco is a bird of prey scratching for what
he cannot define
while dr diver s moral defeat is to some extent over
romanticized
romanticizes there can be no doubt that fitzgerald uses diver
as the protagonist in a novel which is concerned primarily
with ideas
diver is the most sporadically conceived character of tender is the night a condition which can be attributed to the
irregular composition of the book from its original inceptions
in other versions with other protagonists through its serialized
form in scribners magazine into its final published appear1934 in terms of character diver is less distinctly deance in 1954
lineated than the other major characters again we can blame
not only the intrusion of autobiographical interpolations on
fitzgerald s part but also a certain indecisiveness in the projecting of a picture of mind in the process of self evaluation
diver for instance differs from gatsby not only because he
is really an intellectual but because of his infernal vacillation
of spirit he does not know what he wants in his family and
in his training he has we are told been given all the codes
and all the answers and yet the world of troubles in which
he moves turns out to be a relative world in which the formulae
conflict and bring forth answers which are neither in the books
he knows and the psychological pamphlets he has written nor
in tme recesses of the spirit which lie in american graveyards
abroad or by the side of his father s grave in america he is
unable to equate his passions with his actions symbolically
enough in his attempt to eliminate himself and do the
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right thing by nicole he must love her as a doctor the love
of truth and then as a man but the two states of love are
profoundly separated this divorcement of the intellect from
the action of the peripheral emotion from the internal reality
of hard knowledge is a recurring malady of which certainly
fitzgerald was aware diver s truth which he failed to define
was an impossible truth for him the repository of his true
dream is in myth and in the absolute but as a man of science
albeit a man of good will of charm of personal ebullience of
brotherhood he still cannot place his trust in the absolute this
is not only the dilemma of the scientist it is the dilemma of
the artist to whom final commitment can seemingly only mean
resignation in dick s resignation in his forsaking of the
riviera with its inhabitants sleeping late in darkened rooms
upon their recent opiate of dawn he enters into that limbo
of puzzled reflection which characterizes the inability to derive creativity from experience
it may be as has been suggested that fitzgerald was playus16 by placing his hero in a kind of withing a trick on us
holding sterile relationship to everyone around him I1 don t
regard this as a trick as much as a totally conceived device on
fitzgerald s part for certainly diver s isolation provides for
us fitzgerald s opportunity to make moral judgments throughout the novel constantly as the man of ideas he is asked to
become a man of morality and in the italian taxi driver episode which comprises dick s lowest fall into moral desolation
we see acted out for us the violent consequences of the critical
mind at loose ends within a pattern of values which are essentially alien and which are based on emotion for the sake of
emotion dick s fate is inevitable when he realizes that his
intellectual standards and values are essentially static and
capable of being concretized only within their own boundaries
dr diver s profession of sorting the broken shells of another
sort of egg had given him a dread of breakage 17
the link between idea and morality is pride dick s pride
is shattered not by any realization of having sold out to the
warren millions whose millions are no better or no worse
D W harding

tender
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than anybody else s millions but from his realization that he
has been unable to effect a ratio between the responsibility of
ideas and the responsibility of action
his marriage on the rocks his best friends dead to him he
arises in the middle of the night to rescue an old friend and
her lesbian acquaintance lady sibly biers from the french
antibus
police in antibes

he got

up and as he absorbed the situation his self know
ti
ledge assured him that he would undertake to deal with it
the old fatal italics mine pleasingness the old forceful
charm swept back with its cry of use me he would have
didn t care a damn about because
to go fix this thing that he dian
it had early become a habit to be loved perhaps from the
moment when he had realized that he was the last hope of a
decaying clan 18

fitzgerald s introspective in tensions in tender is the night
do not deprive the novel of a rewarding dramatic impact the
purposes of this essay have not permitted me to include some
of the most telling scenes of the book perhaps however I1
have shown the challenge which fitzgerald was attempting to
meet by suggesting to the reader that the idea of action or to
phrase it differently the weight of mind cannot in itself be
divorced from moral considerations richard diver attempted
to rely on ideas as the bases of his moral conduct his failure
brings to focus the fact that the division of idea and morality
can lead only to defeat fitzgerald knew well that victory of
manner was commonly available to many he also knew that
for him wholeness of mind found its basis through a surrender
to absolutes
ibid p 331
351
551
531
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